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A TA Tororch Ach Against thegainst the
NNighightt
by Sabaa Tahir

Laia and Elias fight their
way north to liberate Laia's
brother from the horrors of
Kauf Prison, a mission that
is complicated by hunting
Empire soldiers, the
manipulations of the
Commandant, and lingering
ghosts from their pasts.

A RA Reaper at theeaper at the
GatGateses
by Sabaa Tahir

While Helene searches for a
way to stave off her enemies
and protect her sister and
the Empire, Laia of Serra
finds her efforts to stop the
Nightbringer challenged by
unexpected threats. By the
best-selling author of An
Ember in the Ashes.

One oOne of Uf Us is Ns is Neextxt
by Karen M. McManus

A sequel to One of Us Is
Lying finds the Bayview
friends targeted by an
anonymous adversary who
uses an increasingly
dangerous truth-or-dare app
to keep the late Simon’s
gossip legacy alive.

The Kingdom oThe Kingdom of Backf Back
by Marie Lu

Forbidden by 18th-century
restrictions to pursue her
dream of becoming a
composer, the gifted older
sister of Wolfgang Mozart
risks everything she cares
about by accepting an
irresistible offer from a
mysterious stranger. By the
best-selling author of the
Legend series.

All BoAll Boys Arys Arenen't Blue : A't Blue : A
MMemoiremoir-manif-manifestestoo
by George M. Johnson
A first book by the prominent
journalist and LGBTQIA+
activist shares personal
essays that chronicle his
childhood, adolescence and
college years as a Black
queer youth, exploring
subjects ranging from
gender identity and toxic
masculinity to structural
marginalization and Black
joy.

GeGet wt well soonell soon
by Julie Halpern

When her parents commit
her to a mental hospital for
being depressed, Anna
Bloom meets a roommate
with a secret, a doctor who
focuses way too much on
her weight, and a cute, shy
boy who just might like her.
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